Introduction

I

n 1893 the Chicago World’s Fair became the first international exhibition to include a section on women’s work, showing the part it had
played in the ‘moral and social progress of the world’. Baroness
Burdett-Coutts, the most famous female philanthropist of the day,
assembled a British exhibit and composed a report which contained
descriptions of the many benevolent projects that women had undertaken to meet ‘human need’. They included nursing, teaching in ‘ragged
schools’ and reform of conditions in workhouses: all aspects of women’s
growing commitment to organised public work that characterised the
Victorian era. However, the report also included, more surprisingly, a
chapter on ‘Woman’s work for animals’ in Britain. This, too, was written
by Burdett-Coutts, herself a pioneer in the field, but out of modesty she
requested the Hon. Mrs Muir Mackenzie, her colleague on the ladies’
committee of the RSPCA, to sign it in her place.1
It was a proud record of achievement that was sent to Chicago.
Burdett-Coutts explained that the movement for animal protection had
begun in London in the early nineteenth century, a time when ‘either
from ignorance … heedlessness, or wanton brutality, animals were generally subjected to extreme ill-treatment, and even torture’. The lower
classes of the British people ‘naturally … ignored the rights of dumb
animals’ altogether, but even among the higher classes, those who
protested against cruelty were at first a derided minority. Nevertheless,
laws were gradually passed that protected working animals and livestock
from extreme abuse, and these had been enforced by the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, founded in 1824, which prospered as
the Royal Society or RSPCA, and gradually won over public opinion. The
RSPCA’s ladies’ committee was formed in 1870 to further its educational
mission, and the women’s influence proved to be ‘both wide and deep’,
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especially through the organisation of ‘Bands of Mercy’ to teach children
to be kind to animals.2
At the same time, women had initiated and led many ‘kindred
associations’, which carried the work of animal protection into more
specialised fields. They included Mary Tealby’s Home for Lost and
Starving Dogs (now the Battersea Dogs’ Home), Ann Lindo’s Home of
Rest for Horses (now the Horse Trust), and ‘societies … whose object
is the better protection of birds’ – foremost among which was the body
that became the RSPB, started by Emily Williamson and others in 1889.3
Burdett-Coutts was naturally keen to emphasise the role of women in
establishing the institutional framework of animal protection in Britain,
but at grassroots level, too, their work had been indispensable, in running
branch societies, alerting the authorities to local occurrences of cruelty,
fundraising and making their own generous donations to the cause. By
1900, 65 per cent of legators and 69 per cent of listed subscribers to the
RSPCA were women, and this percentage does not, of course, include
women whose contributions were made under their husbands’ names.4
Moreover, while mentioning inducements to women to ‘write stories and
poems in promotion of the general cause’, Burdett-Coutts says nothing
about the outstanding quality of much of the polemical and imaginative
literature that female authors produced in the course of the nineteenth
century, from Frances Power Cobbe’s anti-vivisection tracts to Anna
Sewell’s Black Beauty.5 As in other fields of endeavour, Victorian women
could exert an influence through their writing that compensated for their
continuing exclusion from many areas of public life. Indeed, they were
prepared to ponder the deeper philosophical aspects of the human–
animal relationship, and the social and psychological causes of cruelty to
animals: matters which – despite Burdett-Coutts’s upbeat assessment of
progress – often seemed more problematic at the end of the nineteenth
century than at its beginning.
The historiography of the animal protection movement
The organisations mentioned by Burdett-Coutts have become venerable and highly regarded national institutions, of unquestioned status
in British society. Yet despite the volume of recent works on Victorian
women’s philanthropy in many fields, a comprehensive study of ‘woman’s
work for animals’ has still to be written. In fact the historiography of the
animal protection movement as a whole is, even leaving aside its failure
to appraise the importance of gender, still very much open to debate
and revision. On one side are the authorised, celebratory histories of
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the RSPCA, the Battersea Dogs’ Home, the RSPB and other nineteenthcentury foundations, which, like Lady Burdett-Coutts’s report, present a tale of virtuous endeavour and progress in improving conditions
for animals – the very longevity and present-day prestige of these
organisations seeming to confirm their ‘onwards and upwards’ trajectory.6 On the other side are accounts of the animal protection movement
which treat it as a case study in the field of Victorian philanthropy and
social formations. Writers of this latter school of thought sometimes have
little apparent interest in the peculiar features and problems of animal
protection and little sympathy with its advocates; in the preoccupation
with institutional politics, the actual nature and extent of the cruelties
experienced by animals also tend to disappear from view. Brian Harrison’s
scholarly work on the RSPCA has been particularly influential. He is principally concerned with the Society’s policy of ‘Prudence complemented
by professionalism’; in other words, cautious moderation and conciliatory approaches to government and powerful interest groups. From this
perspective, failures to end particular forms of cruelty (for example vivisection or field sports) merely exemplify the limits of the possible, and
represent a shrewd rejection of self-defeating zealotry. In the same vein,
Harrison tends to treat specialised offshoots of the RSPCA as groups with
potentially ‘radical’ tendencies that were prudently ejected by the parent
body in order to dissociate it from their likely ‘tactical errors’ or their
fanaticism. Leaving aside the special case of anti-vivisection, this view
of the situation is, I believe, at odds with much of the primary evidence.7
Many authors have emphasised the idea of the RSPCA as an arm of
the state or of the establishment, as allegedly an instrument of social control, the main purpose of which was to discredit and reform the mores
of the lower classes. Proponents of this view find plenty of ammunition
in the many nineteenth-century complaints about discrimination in the
pattern of RSPCA prosecutions: the inevitably harsh treatment of working
animals by poor labouring men was punished, while the cruel practices
of the rich were seemingly inviolate.8 In an understandable reaction
against the Whiggish tendencies of histories of animal protection, some
recent writers have also questioned the notion of gradual enlightenment
and progress in humane attitudes, and stressed instead the cultural relativism involved in perceptions of cruelty. Here there has been a particular
attention to the abolition of popular blood sports such as bull-baiting and
staged animal fights in the late Georgian era.9 E.P. Thompson’s brilliant
exposition of the ‘field of force’ operating in social relations between the
ruling classes and ‘the crowd’ – traditional paternalism gradually being
displaced by hard-nosed modern capitalism and work-discipline – still
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colours the thinking of historians of plebeian pastimes.10 However, the
suppression of baiting was actually never more than a side-issue for
the RSPCA, albeit an important symbolic triumph in the early years of
the Society’s existence; and historians’ focus on victimisation of the lower
classes has limited attention to the much more serious struggles between
animal protectionists and the vested interests of the business and scientific worlds that occurred later in the nineteenth century. Moreover,
such attributions of veiled socio-political or other ulterior, even unconscious, motives to the reformers tend to preclude any searching examination of their own stated views, which, as Chien-hui Li remarks, are
simply ignored or discounted.11 At the extreme of this tendency, one
writer hypothesised that ‘the concept of animal rights is only marginally concerned with animals’; another has concluded that the ‘principal
focus’ of the RSPCA’s ‘moral mission … could not have been animals’.12
Yet any analysis of the actual debates among protectionists suggests the
painful fellow-feeling with animals and agonies of conscience that were
often involved. So far from sitting back in a mood of self-congratulation
over the taming of the lower orders, reformers became more and more
conscious of the intractability of cruel behaviour at every level of society.
In the present context, it is important to note that historians’ tendency to homogenise or typecast animal protectionists has obscured gendered distinctions in their attitudes and motives for action; distinctions
that operated despite the fact that activists of both sexes tended to be
drawn from the same privileged social classes. There was, for much of
the century, a preoccupation with offences committed in public places,
in effect those committed by men. These included the barbaric treatment
of working animals in the city streets, especially drivers’ abuse of horses
and donkeys; drovers’ and slaughterers’ inflictions of pain on cattle and
sheep; and – higher up the social scale – the cruelties of trap pigeon
shooting matches, driven shoots, steeplechasing and road races between
horses for wagers. Women played little part in any of these occupations
other than as spectators, and they were credited with a natural gentleness
that offset male brutality. Nevertheless, such brutality was often seen as
a natural response to the exigencies of the working world; as an exercise of customary practices; or even as an expression of manliness. In
those circumstances, the tendency of women to sympathise with animals
lacked operative power. Such pity could be idealised as a feminine trait,
but at the same time dismissed as unrealistic and ‘sentimental’; and so
women intent on ameliorating conditions for animals needed to find
routes that avoided conflict with male values and prerogatives. Even from
Burdett-Coutts’s brief account, it is clear that they were especially active in
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moral education of the young, and in what would now be called ‘welfare’.
The care of animals and the relief of suffering were more attainable and
(according to Victorian notions) more appropriate objectives for women
than the punishment of cruelty through criminal prosecutions, which
was undertaken by the RSPCA’s male leaders. Yet on what principles
could legislation against cruelty be based, if not on instinctive sympathy
with the pain and misfortune of sentient creatures?
Traditions of thought on the treatment of animals
Expressions of sympathy with animals and arguments for their entitlement to human kindness occur sporadically throughout European history, making it difficult and sometimes misleading to periodise changes
in attitudes. However, in eighteenth-century Britain, sermon-writers,
essayists and poets were inspired by the cult of universal benevolence
stemming from Lord Shaftesbury’s Characteristicks (1699) and by the
tenor of religious thought to write on this subject with increasing frequency.13 For Anglican evangelicals, Quakers and Methodists in particular, the fate of animals in this world and the next became an important
issue.14 The cult of sensibility that stemmed from the writings of Rousseau,
Sterne and Mackenzie also inflected the tone of humane literature, and,
as we shall see, it had, by the end of the eighteenth century, acquired a
particular association with feminine responses to the sight of suffering.
There was, nevertheless, a wide difference between the public’s
appreciation of the sentiments expressed in moral treatises or in
romantic poetry and a readiness to impose standards of conduct on the
populace through legal coercion. The authority of traditional religious
teaching seemed to be the likeliest means of changing men’s behaviour,
short of punitive laws. Thus the whole understanding of human–animal
relations was to be grounded in biblical texts. According to the Book of
Genesis, God made man in His own image and gave him dominion over
the animals, as His regent on earth: a lordship signalled by the delegation to Adam of the task of naming every species. After the great flood,
human supremacy was confirmed in harsher terms: God assured Noah
that all beasts and birds would henceforth fear man – ‘into your hand
are they delivered’.15 If animals were not actually created for man’s use,
many kinds were nevertheless destined to be his slaves or his food.
However, Christian humility and lovingkindness – Christ’s blessing on
the merciful – palliated the exercise of this human right of dominion, for
man and the animals were alike the children of God, all fitted for their
respective situations and intended to enjoy their lives on earth. As Francis
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Hutcheson remarked in his System of Moral Philosophy, ‘Here is plainly
a well ordered complex system, with a proper connexion and subordination of parts for the common good of all’.16 Natural hierarchy arising
from man’s superior mental powers and spiritual destiny was unquestioned (it was habitually expressed in the designation of non-human
species as the ‘lower’ animals, a term that was used throughout the nineteenth century); but the whole chain of authority and responsibility was
to reflect the benignity of the Creator’s purposes. Kindness to animals
became a mark of spiritual grace, and, conversely, ‘wanton’ or gratuitous
cruelty was a symptom of unregeneracy: ‘by their fruits ye shall know
them’.17 Furthermore, as habitual cruelty was thought to be not only indicative of character but also formative of it, the acculturation of the young
became, as we shall see, a matter of critical importance.
In all this body of teaching on man’s relationship to other species, it
was always assumed that the prioritisation of human interests was legitimate and absolute. Animals were not viewed as independent agents, but
as useful tools for the realisation of human objectives. Theories of animals’
rights to happiness and equity did flourish briefly in the era of the French
revolution, and were famously expressed by Jeremy Bentham in his note
on ‘Interests of the inferior animals improperly neglected in legislation’.18 However, such ideas gained little traction until the 1890s, and were
indeed looked on with suspicion in loyalist circles as a sign of warped
values and a challenge to the status quo. Thus when Edward Augustus
Kendall, in his touching story of a dog, Keeper’s Travels in Search of His
Master (1798), looked forward to a time ‘when men shall acknowledge the
RIGHTS; instead of bestowing their COMPASSION upon the creatures,
whom, with themselves, GOD made, and made to be happy!’, the conservative Anglican writer Sarah Trimmer was shocked by his unorthodoxy.19
Animals should not be viewed as man’s near-equals: there were, she
protested, ‘distinguishing marks of sovereignty on one side, and of subjection on the other’. Certainly these subject creatures should be kindly
treated – Trimmer’s own Fabulous Histories: Designed for the Instruction
of Children, Respecting Their Treatment of Animals (1786) was a muchreprinted classic; but talk of rights was ‘subversive of that dominion which
the Almighty himself established’, and a recipe for ‘great confusion’. ‘We
have long been used to hear of the RIGHTS OF MAN, and the RIGHTS
OF WOMEN; but the levelling system, which includes the RIGHTS OF
ANIMALS, is here carried to the most ridiculous extreme.’20 At just this
time, too, the conservative politician George Canning, in his Anti-Jacobin
poem ‘New morality’, sarcastically accused the representatives of ‘Sweet
SENSIBILITY’ and ‘French PHILANTHROPY’ of caring more for ‘the
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crush’d Beetle … the widow’d Dove’ than for their parents, friends, king
and country endangered by revolutionary upheaval.21
A belief in hierarchy was essential to the ordering of society and
to the proper degree of paternalistic care for lesser creatures – a belief
that was sustained through most of the Victorian era, and lingered on
even after Darwinism had established a very different view of the natural order. As the pronouncements of Trimmer and Canning make clear
(particularly in the reference to Mary Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the
Rights of Woman), this system of subordination was all-embracing. Wives
were to submit to husbands, servants to their employers; and working or
domestic animals were themselves valued as servants or slaves of a kind –
‘dumb, uncomplaining beings, which move in a lower Sphere of existence’, according to one clergyman writing in the 1790s.22 Their patient
labours for mankind entitled them to gratitude and reciprocal benefits: it
was always their treatment, not that of wild animals, that preoccupied
the moralists, at least until the last two decades of the nineteenth century. Nevertheless, ‘mercy’ to these passive beings from motives of pity
or gratitude or from consciousness of the will of God could only ever be
voluntary – a question of individual conscience, not of obvious legal obligation. Thus when animal advocates began to propose laws that would
arraign and punish those deemed guilty of cruelty, they were entering
quite new territory; for, as one writer has pointed out, it was necessary for
the first time to formulate ‘a strong argument for the more or less intuitive certainty that … abuse of animals was reprehensible’.23
Parliamentary debates in the early 1800s: the problem of
justifying the criminalisation of cruelty
We have seen that sympathy with animals and anxiety over their abuse
had a long history in European philosophy and literature; but a legal historian has shown that ‘The prevention of cruelty to animals is, as a conception of the State, a pure product of the nineteenth century’.24 At a time
when abolition of the slave trade was being debated in parliament and
the country as a moral issue, the propriety of affording legal protection
to another helpless, subject group of beings became conceivable. For the
first time, it was proposed that mistreatment of the creatures that served
man – hitherto regarded simply as private property – should be liable
to public interference and judicial punishment. A succession of bills
was presented to the British parliament in the first decade of the century that in various ways aimed to protect animals from ill treatment.
None succeeded – a law that punished those found guilty of cruelty to
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horses and livestock was passed only in 1822, and became the foundation for more comprehensive legislation in later years. Nevertheless, the
early initiatives were highly significant. For the first time, the issue of
cruelty to animals was scrutinised in a public forum, and discussed by
the leaders of a nation, and their debates, widely reported in the press,
brought to the surface problems that would be endemic to animal protection throughout the nineteenth century.
The gendered nature of attitudes to the animal kingdom immediately
became evident, and there were the first indications of disproportionate
female support for reform. Initially, the most flagrant kinds of cruelty
under attack were the baiting of bulls and badgers, cockfighting and
other animal fights, and the abuse of horses and livestock on the roads;
and all, as we have noticed, were offences for which men and boys alone
were held responsible. Indeed, a focus on bull-baiting in parliamentary
bills of 1800 and 1802 articulated a conflict of ideas on the very nature
of masculinity or ‘manliness’.25 William Windham, the government’s
Secretary at War, was alarmed that a law to prohibit the blood sports
of the common people would – at a time of political unrest – foment
popular discontents. It would aggravate resentment of the game laws
and the harsh punishment of poachers, and might open the door to a
wider debate on the moral legitimacy of aristocratic field sports. Indeed,
defence of the latter was to impede anti-cruelty legislation over a broad
front throughout the century. Windham thus argued at great length that
bull-baiting was no crueller than hunting and shooting wild animals in
the field. This was an early deployment of the tu quoque line of argument, which seeks to invalidate efforts for reform of one kind of abuse
by pointing out another kind, equally heinous, which has allegedly been
passed over – thereby demonstrating the supposed inconsistency or bias
of the would-be reformer. This tactic was, as we shall see, widely deployed
throughout the Victorian era, implying the hopelessness of any attempt
to change entrenched attitudes and practices. However, Windham was
justified when he claimed that a focus on the prosecution of working men
for street cruelties would be discriminatory, and his accusation that an
anti-cruelty law would simply reflect the way in which the ruling classes
set themselves up as a moral authority over their social inferiors was
often reiterated by other critics. Windham also went so far as to assert
that the tradition of baiting bulls with fighting bulldogs, or running bulls
through the streets, was beneficial to the nation, as it inspired bravery and
patriotism in the spectators: ‘the amusements of our people were always
composed of athletic, manly, and hardy exercises, affording trials of their
courage, conducive to … ambition and … glory’, and preparing men
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for the battlefield.26 In response, an anonymous member of parliament,
writing in 1800, accused Windham of confusing courage with cruelty,
‘manliness with ferocity’, and of sneering at anything that ‘wears the
aspect of religious seriousness’ or that aimed to ‘stop the violent torrent
of corruption of manners’. The writer added that ‘an accomplished lady,
well known in the literary world’ (probably Hannah More) was equally
disgusted by Windham’s speech, which indeed contradicted all the
reforming intentions of the evangelical Anglicans in the Clapham sect.27
Supporters of the abolition bills were sure that true gallantry and
manliness had nothing to do with brutality. Moreover, such cruelty to
animals was alien to the sensibilities of mothers and children. According
to Wilberforce, Windham had forgotten that the alleged ‘happiness
derived from bull-baiting … was confined to an individual, while his
wretched family, excluded from any participation of the spectacle’, was
left to rue the waste of money in gambling that it often entailed.28 Indeed,
during the Commons debate of 1802, Sir Richard Hill remarked that
many letters and petitions showed that ‘The amiable sex, in general, were
advocates for the bill’; but this female support, he jocularly assumed, did
not encompass the whole social scale:
There might, indeed, be some exceptions … staggering out of a ginshop in St Giles’s; perhaps sitting over an oyster-tub, or riding in a
cinder-cart, but it could not strictly be said of any one of these ladies,
‘Grace is in all her steps, Heaven in her eye; in all her gestures dignity and love’ … [a free quotation of the description of Eve in Milton’s
Paradise Lost].29

However, even the highly respectable middle- and upper-class ladies
who were sneeringly indicated as the supporters of reform could easily
be accused of hypocrisy or double standards. Windham insinuated that
the members of parliament intent on abolishing labouring-class blood
sports were ‘influenced by a species of philosophy dictated by their wives’,
who affectedly recoiled in horror at the sight of bull-baiting, but were
unconcerned by their husbands’ shooting expeditions.30 At a deeper level,
men on both sides of the argument – engaged as they were with competing models of masculinity – betrayed a sexual preoccupation, and
in particular a sense of affinity between women and animals, that was
all the more potent for being at the same time humorous, misogynistic
and rooted in history. ‘The higher orders had their Billington’ remarked
Colonel Grosvenor, referring to the stout operatic diva Elizabeth
Billington; ‘and why not allow the lower orders their bull?’31 Even Milton’s
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Eve, invoked by Hill, was, as his listeners would have recalled, created by
God as a direct substitute for Adam’s animal companions; and Windham
himself, when complaining about his opponents’ undue attention to
little isolated incidents of cruelty to baited animals, made a Swiftian analogy with a woman’s face. ‘Nothing could be more pleasing to the eye
than the sight of female beauty; but even if the fairest complexion were
contemplated through a microscope, deformities would appear, and hairs
unobservable to the naked eye would present themselves as the bristles
on the back of a boar.’32
Such denigration of women, used as a means of ridiculing the animal
cause, did not pass unnoticed, and was bitterly resented by many writers.
John Lamb, brother of the essayist Charles Lamb, published A Letter to
the Right Hon. William Windham in 1810, and in it he raged against a
facetious speech made by George Canning in 1800 to discredit the first
anti-baiting bill – at just the time when the latter was also satirising
female sensibility in the Anti-Jacobin. Canning had suggested that the bill
was trivial in its object – as trivial as seeking to legislate on the basis of
seeing a bull, on its way to slaughter, run amok and gore so insignificant
a person as a poor old woman in a red cloak on Ludgate Hill; ‘by what
turn of mind’, Lamb asked, ‘can misery only excite mirth?’ Flippancy not
only insulted the old woman, in a way that was ‘as shocking to reason as
the laugh … of a demon’: it also demonstrated ‘most forcibly the little
consideration the generality of people are likely to bestow upon the brute
creation’; for cruelty to animals and to human subalterns had the same
cause – incapacity for sympathy.33 As late as 1814, in Margaret Cullen’s
novel Mornton, the identification of pity for animals with female weakness
or inconsequence still rankled. A boorish devotee of field sports, callous
in his treatment of animals and of the local villagers alike, tells his sister
that if men were to treat domestic animals ‘as women often do … we
should become quite effeminate. Womanish humanity would render men
good for nothing. Mr Windham even thought bull-baiting necessary to
keep up the courage of Englishmen’.34
In 1809, parliamentary debate on the question of cruelty to animals
took a new turn. Thomas Erskine, formerly Lord Chancellor and famed
as the barrister who had secured the acquittal of the accused radicals
in the great treason trials of 1794, introduced an anti-cruelty bill in
the House of Lords. In the nature of the offences it was intended to
cover, it differed significantly from the earlier bills to ban bull-baiting.
Sidestepping the culture wars which the latter had provoked, Erskine, a
noted animal lover, focused on the evils of cruelty to horses and livestock.
More significant than the detailed provisions of the bill, however, was its
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preamble, articulating a ‘grand efficacious principle’ that was intended to
guide all future protective legislation. Avoiding the politically dangerous
ground of animal ‘rights’, Erskine gave fresh expression to the traditional
doctrine of human dominion over animals ordained by God, and the
sacred ‘trust’ this entailed. He was, however, acutely aware of the difficulties of framing and enforcing a law which rested only on a moral
principle – particularly as the four-legged clients he represented were
themselves of a questionable moral status. He admitted that there ‘can
be no law for man’ with respect to his treatment of animals, ‘but such as
he makes for himself ’: animals themselves could not be party to it, nor
be deemed to have legal responsibilities. Kind and merciful treatment of
them was, in legal terms, only an ‘imperfect obligation’: it was a course
of action that was not enforced by any existing law, but was motivated by
moral compunction, which might, he admitted, be felt or interpreted in
variable, subjective ways by different people. Only the sure ‘standard in
the human heart’ could distinguish between inadvertent and deliberate
cruelty, and reach judicial verdicts accordingly.35 Thus early in the century an important truth had to be faced. There was no objective, ascertainable and universally accepted reason (biblical injunctions aside) why
mankind should treat animals well. One could appeal only to the ‘human
heart’; and, as quickly became apparent, the ‘human heart’ could easily
morph into ‘ “Womanish humanity” ’.
Two years after parliament’s abolition of the slave trade, Erskine set
up a principle of ‘disinterested virtue’ against not only the rights and
powers conferred by individual ownership of animals, but also private, commercial interests of all kinds. Although he stressed the moral
imperative of ‘softening’ the labouring classes, wealthier people would
also be affected by the proposed law, while being far more difficult to
bring to court. The gross overworking of horses by competing stagecoach firms, and beating of cows and sheep by the employees of cattle
dealers and butchers, were certainly targeted; and, although Erskine
was equivocal in the matter of field sports, his ‘grand efficacious principle’ might eventually encompass these too, bringing ‘the whole living
world’ – wild as well as tame – within the scope of the law. He spoke
of the ‘letters upon letters’ he had received in support of this project.
Although his speech was apparently received with open derision in
parliament and the bill ultimately failed, the degree to which his views
tallied with those of a sector of the educated public is manifest in the
many favourable responses in the press.36 Windham, putting himself forward once again as the main opponent of punitive legislation,
noted that ‘fashionable female circles’, in particular, appeared to have
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been ‘very diligently canvassed’ in favour of the bill.37 He knew, however, that the game had changed: while the earlier bills against plebeian
blood sports might be countered through appeals to traditional notions
of British-bulldog masculinity, Erskine’s bill, with its reference to widely
recognised forms of abuse of domestic and working animals, had to be
countered by the presentation of more fundamental objections to the
very notion of cruelty to animals as a definable offence.
Windham therefore reiterated his earlier objection to a law of this
kind, that it would be socially biased: a ‘parade of virtue’ and an ‘exercise of power’ that harassed the poor as badly as they harassed their
animals. Working men – drivers, carters and drovers – could easily
be convicted of cruelty on the evidence of over-zealous, busybody
witnesses, drawn from the higher classes and oblivious to the stresses
of labouring life. The cruelties of the rich themselves, meanwhile,
would remain untouched – not just their field sports, but their role as
demanding passengers in hired vehicles – it was to meet their selfish
demands that cab and coach horses were so wretchedly exploited. Once
again, women in particular were accused of rank hypocrisy: ‘the same
ladies who express horror at whipping of horses may excuse and praise
their own guilty coachmen for being “so clever in a crowd” and getting
them to “Mrs. Such-a-one’s half an hour before anyone else” ’.38 But
Windham was at his most effective when he undermined the tenets of
Erskine’s philosophy – the set of beliefs which, as we have seen, was
foundational to eighteenth-century thinking about cruelty to animals.
If God had made all His creatures to be happy in their lives, why should
one make a distinction between man’s duty to the domestic working
animals that served and depended on him, and to the wild ones that
remained free? In the case of the latter: why, because they had not
sought man’s protection, ‘were they to be liable in consequence to be
persecuted and tormented by him?’ To ward off the hostility of the field
sports enthusiasts, Erskine had deployed their own argument: sports
were beneficial in preventing over-population of the hunted species,
and in allowing wild animals to avoid the pains of physical decline.
Windham in riposte pointed out that the hunted species were in fact
artificially bred and protected; and, ‘when humanity was the question’,
why should men be so ready to act as their executioners?39 Here again,
Windham’s arguments were prophetic. A sense of Christian duty to
underlings and a principle of reciprocity meant that domestic animals
and livestock were the focus of protectionists’ concern for most of the
Victorian period. Only in the last two decades of the nineteenth century did the treatment of ‘wild’ animals begin to occupy the minds of
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reformers, as an effect of a much wider shift in attitudes associated with
evolutionary theory and the dawning of environmental concerns.
Many of Windham’s debating points were banter based on devil’s
advocacy, but he made a serious and lethal attack on Erskine’s interpretation of the central principle of human dominion, the very cornerstone of
Christian belief on the subject of man’s relationship with animals. It had
always been assumed that man’s interests were to take precedence over
those of the ‘lower’ creatures. But where was one to draw the line between
human desires or necessities and animals’ entitlements? Meat eating and
the use of animal products, together with the extermination of dangerous
or pest species, had traditionally been treated as human prerogatives; but
humans, as Erskine had acknowledged, made up the rules, which seemed
to Windham to admit of some ‘striking exceptions’, even ‘wretched
evasions and subterfuges’.40 It was claimed that both nature and revealed
religion instructed man to treat animals with a benevolence modelled
on that of God himself; but, if so, should this not entail avoidance of
any action that caused them suffering or death? The uncertainty of such
ethical demands made kindness to animals an imperfect obligation, as
Erskine had conceded, on a par with the wealthy classes’ voluntary charitable provision for the poor: but it also made cruelty an unfit subject
for legislation. It would be another thirteen years before Windham’s view
was gainsaid, in the very limited anti-cruelty Act of 1822; and each subsequent campaign to expand the terms of that Act had to overcome similar
objections.
Thus Windham’s arguments, though dismissed angrily as sophistry
or twisted logic by supporters of protective legislation, had struck home.
The philosophical weaknesses or contradictions he had identified in the
pleas of the reformers would haunt their Victorian successors; all the
more when views of nature were transformed by Darwinism, and a belief
that man’s unique spiritual status legitimated his subjugation of other
species could no longer be unquestioningly maintained. Responsibility
for cruelty – whether it was systemic or individual, upper class or
labouring class, a relic of the past or a symptom of moral decline – would
continue to be debated; and, despite the positivity of Baroness BurdettCoutts’s account of ‘woman’s work for animals’, reforming groups such as
the RSPCA would likewise be accused throughout the nineteenth century
of high-handed assaults on personal liberties and oppressive social discrimination. In particular, the gendering of attitudes which had surfaced
in the Commons debates emerged as a crucial issue. We must now turn to
the history and nature of those sexual constructs which shaped women’s
contribution to animal protection.
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